CATALOG

Dräger FPS ® 7000

Dräger X-am ® 2500

Composite Cylinder

Dräger UCF ® 7000

Dräger PSS® 7000
Developed by professionals for professionals the new Dräger
PSS® 7000 breathing apparatus – with Dräger Bodyguard®
7000 electronic monitoring unit – represents a major leep
forward in the evolution of breathing apparatus for the
professional fire fighter.

B - Detection Plus

Nitrox Compressor

B - Safe 300

MINI - VERTICUS
The new MINI-VERTICUS combines the legendary BAUER
compressor blocks with improved components and ultramodern design! During the redesign, the focus was on
ergonomics, making operation as easy as possible, reducing
noise and boosting efficiency.
011- 27933494
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MASTERING POWER

Mastering power is at the heart of Holmatro’s vision.
Common to all our products is the basic premise that
only controlled power can be put to use effectively.
Holmatro rescue tools allow rescuers to apply the high
forces generated by the equipment in a practical,
controlled and safe way.

CHRYSALIS
RESCUE
STRETCHER
MASTERING
POWER
Versatile rescue roll stretcher with patented integral
casualty harness. Rescue stretcher for both horizontal
and vertical lifting for rescue from a wide range of
confined, exposed or high locations. conforms to the
dynamic performance requirements of EN 361.
011- 27933494
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FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Debimeter

Magikador

Primator

Poket

MONTMIRAIL MONITOR

Our largest saw is one of the most powerful saws in the world,
built for professional felling in the toughest dimensions. Like all
Husqvarna saws, the 3120 XP® has a superior power/weight ratio.
With Smart Start® and well-developed anti-vibration features and
ergonomics, this large-size saw is both easy to start and operate.

HUSQVARNA T435

The portable Montmirail with automatic oscillation has a
major feature that makes it the lightest equipment of its
kind on the market: it weighs less than 14 kg with diffuser
and collecting device.

011- 27933494

Husqvarna 365

Husqvarna 3120 XP

Husqvarna T435
info@sifss.com
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Biel Tool

PRT Kit

Crew Tool

CRASH AXE
Super Lightweight Titanium Handle
Replaceable & Interchangeable
Stainless Steel Blade and Pike
Large, Full - Surface Crash-Axe Style
Blade
Integrated Metal Cutting Claw with
Wire Cutting feature

FIRE PUMP SYSTEM

011- 27933494
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The product range offered by Fireco is wide and well differentiated even in the standard
solutions, but this offer is on almost daily basis extended by the study of customizations
and special solutions, out of catalogue, in order to meet the different needs of each
customer. Fireco aluminium telescopic masts can be equipped for several civilian and
military applications: they can in fact be installed Halogen or LEDs lamp units, or antennae,
radars and cameras, or, again, photographic equipment and wind turbine

Aqua Mast

Super Entry Mast

Roof Mast

INDUSTRY INNOVATOR

011- 27933494
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INDUSTRIAL BlOWERS & EXHAUSTS

Air Vent 1600M - EX

Air Vent 1200M - EX

Air Duct

AIR VENT 2400M - EX
The AIRVENT 2400M-EX is the large of all our blowers. These
portable explosion proof blowers have a durable and firm
structure with good insulation, high pressure and very large
air volume. They can get rid of air odour and waste gas
efficiently and effectively.

AMPHIBIO 1500

AMPHIBIO 800

AMPHIBIO 2400

FLOATING PUMP

New float – Constructed from impact resistant polyethylene
Superb Design – Perfect balance between performance and appearance.
Compact Dimensions
Enhanced Lightweight
More Options, More Power – You can choose between HONDA and BRIGGS & STRATTON engines.
011- 27933494
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Gloves and Mitts
Blankets
Secondary Protection
Hoods
Leggings
Full Suits

SAFETY CLOTHING

Foot Protection
Jackets
Aprons

Fire-fighting platforms range is the flagship of Cela, innovative and advanced
products allowed Cela in carving out a significant market share as well as an
excellent reputation all over the world. Cela platforms offer to the customers
the ability to operate using a technologically advanced vehicle, with a
special working cage, a high - performance monitor, an aluminium
telescopic ladder together with a range of specially designed accessories
delivering a very performing platform completely designed for the different
needs of customers.

011- 27933494
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ONE
ROOF
SOLUTION

DEDICATION
EXPERIENCE
SATISFACTION
We have a team of highly skilled
engineers and experienced support
staﬀ for after sales service who
have been trained in the factory
premises of our principals.

OUR COMPANY ON

WE ARE
Leading brand in India for providing innovative
solutions in the ﬁeld of Fire Fighting, Safety,
Security, Disaster Management and Rescue
Equipment. Sun India Fire Safety Systems has
many years of experience in marketing and
sales of various advanced and tested safety,
security and rescue equipment and continuously makes special eﬀorts in introducing new,
state of the art products and technologies in
this ﬁeld.

www.sifss.com

As small business starters, we have
experience ﬁguring out new ways
to get things done. We believe
there is a way to get a project
done, it’s just ﬁguring out how.

FOR MORE INFORMATIONS
CONTACT US
211 Sangam Apartments,
Poc 24, Sec 24, Rohini, 110089
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:PHONE
:MAIL

